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Our next get together is Saturday, Dec. 9, 1 p.m. at the Lansing Model Railroad Club.
The Club is located at 5309 Old Lansing Road (Corner of Millett Hwy.) Lansing, Michigan

>>>> NOTE THE CHANGE IN THE LOCATION! <<<<

CLINIC PRESENTATIONS
Steve Harsh will do one on the turntable he is installing on his railroad.
Richard Kubeck will do a follow-up on the servos that he has been demonstrating, and how to make use
of them on your layout.
Show & Tell
This year’s theme is finishing up those models that have been sitting around the layout room for some
time only partially completed.

Layout Visit
The Lansing Club’s Layout and the restored MA Tower.

November’s Show & Tell Models.

Richard Kubeck demonstrates the use of servos on model railroads.

Karl Scribner has done some 3D printed parts.

Rick McKinstry’s HOn3 D&RGW Gondolas

David Wentworth’s Showcase Models Z freight house.

Roger Austin’s HO scale building
from a Doug Fosema Kit.

For the Capital Division’s 2018 sponsored NCR Region Convention, we are offering Convention shirts.
You may order shirts to wear during various events this year to help us advertise the Convention.
Shirts may be picked up, by you or a designated friend, at Capital Division (Div 5) monthly events or at
the Convention table at the Lansing Model Railroad Show in November.

This is the denim shirt. The shirts are being
produced by Daylight Sales so you can be
assured of a quality product.

The featured speaker at the Grand Rails Convention breakfast, Rich Mahaney, presented a challenge to Region members. His
presentation was on repurposed cabooses. His challenge is for us to, on a 1’ square or larger base, create a diorama featuring
one or more repurposed cabooses. These will be displayed at the 2018 Convention.

Shown below are some examples he has recently found in Michigan.

The locations of the two cabooses on the previous page were not indicated.
This is the former South Lyon Union Station, served by the C&O’s Plymouth - Grand Rapids line and the GTW’s “Air Line” between
Pontiac and Jackson. The depot has been relocated to a park southwest of town and the building now serves as a meeting room.
The GTW’s line has been abandoned and much of it turned into a hiking/biking trail.

Due to circumstances beyond our control, there was no layout visit last month, so included here are some shots of winter modeling on
layouts visited during several model railroad conventions. It is coming.

My apologies to the modelers, but a past malfunction in my iphoto
caused a loss of layout data and the names of the modelers.

Capital Division Members,
FREE RAILROAD BOOKS!!
The LMRC has been selling off the collection of railroad books
donated to us through the Bob Herbst estate.
We have sold a good number of books but a good number of
books remain.
Bob bought a lot of books! We are at a point where we now
want to get our meeting room back.
Please bring a box with you to the meeting on December 9 and
take some of these books home to enjoy.
We apologize ahead of time for the condition of our meeting
room, you can do your part to help this situation.
You will be doing us a service.

Water Towers.
We are talking here about municipal and commercial water towers, not the type that fed steam locomotives. For purposes of discussion,
there are three types of water towers, free standing ones that served towns and villages, the free standing ones that served businesses and
other individual users, and those located on roof tops to serve a specific building.
Water towers can set a time frame for the layout. Up through the transition period water towers were mostly tanks supported on a frame
work and roof top tanks, also on a short frame work. Most of these towers had some sort of identifying markings on them, town name,
business name or in the case of roof top tanks, advertising.
In later years, the tank on a framework was often replaced by a ball type structure on a self-supporting pipe type structure. Again, often with
some identification as to owner. While a basic tank came in white, many communities and business painted them in addition to the
identification. Where the old style tanks survived, they might show signs of rust and deterioration, or be in good condition but be festooned
with antenna of various types. By this later time, most roof top tanks were gone, with often only the metal support structure surviving to
show what had been there.
Water towers also provide a vertical structure to help break up the flatness of a non mountainous layout. And, you may not be limited to only
using one. Howell has three tanks in town, not long ago there were four. In the near surrounding area are at least two more.
While the modern layout may no longer have a depot with a town name on it, or in the case of the smaller scales, one that is hard to read,
the water tower provides a location and on any layout, sets the era.
Remember, in order for it to work, the bottom of the tank needs to be higher than any structure that it is going to serve.

Deshler, OH

Garrett, IN on the old B&O. Rich Mahaney photos.

Left: Delta Township. with slogan.
Center: Jackson with logo & date.
Right: old style with modern cell antennas.
It is also painted in the HS team colors.

At Frandor Shopping Center.

Decoratively painted with logo and and slogan

Municipal tank decorated with the
High School team’s name and
logo.
The top has also been festooned
with various antennas and guard
rail.

Green Oak Mall near Brighton,
with the name on the support
rather than the tank.

Located at Twelve Oaks Mall in Novi,
this one is fully painted and loaded
with antennas on several levels.

Near BE tower on the old NYC in
Berea, OH. This tower supports
some professional football team.

A modern style tower is available from Walters in HO & N scales. Plastistruct also has
enough shapes listed to scratch build a variety of modern towers. Older style towers are
available from several suppliers.
Towers can be located on any small spot on a layout, with or without a surrounding fence.
The tank on a tower needs to be higher than the highest spot the water needs to reach.

Three of the six water towers in Howell. Left: the large municipal tower that supplies the
city water. It is painted in the Howell High School colors.
Center: a few miles east of downtown, a township tower advertising a local college.
Right: a couple of miles west of town, this township water tower serves a commercial
business park.
There are three other towers, an older one serving a local business that will be seen in a
later installment, a plain, undecorated business tower in town and south of town, a new
one that serves a subdivision.

From the Yard Office
This is Part #1 of a multi part story that I will be telling you over the next few months or so.
So, what is your thought on change, when it comes to your railroad? Do you look at it with a positive
anticipation, or would it get you out of your comfort zone once you have the railroad the way that you want it?
Sometimes change is good like when you decide to upgrade your DC system to DCC. You know that things will
be better, allowing you to control individual locomotives rather than controlling the power to each section of
track so you can keep control of each train. And of course, there are a lot of additional great things that come
with this change. How about when you finally decide that the design that you used for your major freight yard is
falling short and causing you continual problems when you try to operate. Do you continually complain about it
and do nothing, or are you one of those, like me, that will take the bull by the horns and rip your yard up
knowing that it will all be worth it all when you complete the new yard?
I am at that crossroad at this time and it is in regard to the operations program that I use to run the railroad during op sessions. This particular
change is not about ripping up parts of the railroad but I can tell you that it would be easier for me to do something like that. For more than a
dozen years I have used the ProTrak computer based program to manage the railroad. Considering the dense amount of traffic that runs each day
(over 70 trains in a 24 hour period) during an op session and the complicated traffic flow that is designed into the railroad, I think that ProTrak did
a very good job of managing it.
However, because of the complicated operations of the railroad, I could never get the program to do exactly what I wanted it to do. My good friend,
Jim Moir, who is the designer of ProTrak was working with me and other program users to help us get what we needed from the program. Sadly,
Jim passed away this summer and since he was a one man operation, the program and any changes basically died with him. We never really got the
program to do what I personally needed it to do for what I envisioned for my operations. I won’t get into specifics but if anyone is interested, I will
be happy to spend some time to talk to you about my decision.
All that being said, I still recommend ProTrak to anyone that is interested in a good computer based operations program. I still have many friends
that have been using ProTrak in the past that will continue to use it very successfully in the future. As far as I’m concerned, there is still no better
computer based program available but sadly, its future availability is unknown at this time.
Now, to get back to the change that is coming to the Nashville Road. I can either look for another computer based program or go with the tried and
true Car/Cards System. Since there are no computer based programs that I know of that can touch ProTrak for its operations capabilities, I may as
well stay with ProTrak and run the railroad within its capabilities. Since I’ve decided that I do not want to do that, Car/Cards is the logical way to
go. Next month, we will talk about how I will incorporate Car/Cards into the railroad’s operations and the options that I have while designing it.
Fellow member and good friend, John Young along with a few other friends will be helping me design the program that I will use. I am anxious to
get started and will be able to update you in January in Part 2.
I wish all of you and your families a very Merry Christmas and Happy New Year.
Best, Andy

A gentleman in Fowlerville is moving from N scale to
HO and has this 5’ x 15’ layout for sale. The layout is
complete enough to run but it has plenty of room for
a modeler to add to it, both in track and scenery.
Included, 1 locomotive w/ DCC & sound, 6 DCC
locomotives, 2 DC engines and 84 cars. There are
quite a few structures on the layout as well as a
number of kits and loads of detail parts, tools and
scenery supplies.

The removable hoops support a dust cover.

FOR SALE

Above: front & back of control panel.

Right: some of the cars included in the sale.

DCC & Sound

DCC

If you might be interested in this layout, contact the editor and he’ll put you in touch with
the owner. Please note, that while the legs are removable, you will probably need a
straight pathway into your train room.

Convention Planning Meeting Schedule.
7-9 pm at Aldingers
Tue. Jan. 9
Mon. Feb. 12
Mon. March 12
All are welcome and encouraged to attend and get involved.

Rich Mahaney Has A Problem!
By Rich Mahaney
For many years I have collected model railroad engines, freight cars and passenger cars. I enjoy the
railroad time period of the 1950’s and 1960’s. The time period was when engines and cars had
wonderful colors painted on them. It was also a period of time when railroads were great and there
were lots of individual railroads, before the many mergers over the last 10 years. I wanted to have a
model railroad but could not decide which railroad to model. Should I model the Michigan railroads I
was familiar with, should I model a mountain railroad, should a model a railroad that crosses the
prairies of the US, or should I model an eastern railroad with a long history of operations. Or, should I
model a railroad with a specific focus, like moving iron ore, coal, perishables, grain and wheat, or
maybe a modern railroad of today moving intermodal containers.
As I have traveled to photograph trains, visited model railroad layouts across the US, attended railroad
conventions and did research the solution to my problem became obvious! That answer is based on
the concept of interchanges and junctions (and diamonds) between railroads. Adding interchanges,
junctions and diamonds would allow me to have two or more railroads operating on my layout side by
side. I could include the various colors of different motive power, freight cars and passenger cars that
I enjoyed side by side. Finally, a solution to my problem, so I could enjoy the many cool colors of
different railroads together AND I could enjoy modeling several or more of my favorite railroads on the
same layout, PLUS it would increase railroad operations and railroad traffic!
The “interchange” is where railroads exchange freight cars between
railroads. To do this you need a connecting track between the railroads
and at least or more storage track(s) or sidings to store the railroad cars that are being interchanged.
At least two tracks are nice so that there can be a “drop off” track and a “pick up” track. The
interchange tracks can be part of a fully functional set up of two or more railroads or they could be just
a dead end track and the 2nd railroad just runs off the layout or to a hidden staging area or yard.
The junction or diamond is a location where one more railroads cross and they may or may not
connect. Again the junction or diamond could be part of a second (or more) operating railroad on the layout or they could be dead
end spur tracks that stop at the edge of the layout or that run back into a hidden staging area. The focus is on where the railroad
tracks cross and not necessarily on where the track go.
Now add the operational aspect of these tracks to your train operations. At the interchange, two railroads
exchanging freight cars at different times requiring drop off and pick up operations by both railroads. At
the junction and diamond, trains are required to stop and wait for other trains at the crossing. This could
be based on which train got to the crossing first or was scheduled to arrive first or it could be determined by
the “class” of train which goes first (passenger train is a higher class or rated train over a freight) or by
decision based on train direction (east bound vs. west bound train).

But the biggest deal is the ability to operate trains of nice colors or favorite railroads on the same layout! Rich’s problem has been
solved! Rich’s future Great Northern Railway operation between Washington to Minnesota or Illinois will have the opportunity
interchange or cross tracks with many neat railroads. Don’t forget the signaling needed to protect the interchange or crossing
tracks.

Another Layout for Sale, this time in HO. The owner is a recent widow and a friend of Howard Ziegel.
It consists of a set of manufactured kit frames. The list is as follows: 5 2’ x 6’ pieces, 3 2’ x 4’ sections, 1 sliding control panel, 1
removable bridge section with a bridge and a water section. Included are a number of structures, assembled and still in box, 6 diesel
locomotives,(DC). 1 steam locomotive. Assorted track, roadbed, vehicles and foam, as well as scenery supplies and other items.
If interested, contact Mary Lu King in Howell
517 579 2917 H 931 337 7896 C maryluking4@gmail.com.

The layout frame work will be broken down
into sections when you pick it up and other
items will be boxed.

Division 6 had their annual Train Show the Sunday after
Thanksgiving in the Liviona Senior Center and Mark Cowles had
the Lansing Lashup Convention display set up, along with
LaNtrak’s display layout and a trolley loop set up. A number of
modelers picked up registration forms and indicated that they

On the Garden Railway Club layout

Some of the contest models.

HO

N

As these were contest entries, no names were attached to the
models.

The Caboose Page

In addition the the Lansing Model Railroad Club’s
book give away, Dave Card may be bringing books
from an estate that he is handling. His will be priced at
$5 or $10.

An unidentified old side door caboose located behind a relocated
depot / store near the Seashore Trolley Museum in Maine.

Don’t forget Rich Mahaney’s Repurposed Caboose
Challenge for the Convention next year. A 1’ or larger
diorama featuring a repurposed caboose. See left.

Division 5 Officers - March 2017 - March 2019
Superintendent -Andy Keeney 517 316 5660
hunter48820@yahoo.com
Assistant Superintend - Mark Frechette
Paymaster - Ron St. Laurent
R.STLAURENT@sbcglobal.net
Clerk & Editor - Mark Cowles 517 546 524
nkpcowles@yahoo.com
Webmaster - Craig Rosenberger

